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Old Rose and Silver
Roger Connors, a widower with no children, is pondering whether to pursue
aggressive treatment for his cancer when a cryptic note arrives from a long-lost
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USAF buddy announcing the visit of an acquaintance from Vietnam. Faced with
ghosts of fallen comrades and haunting memories of the great love he once knew,
Connors receives revelations from his visitor that uncover a missing part of his life.
As he delves into a decades-old secret in search of answers and traces of a passion
unfulfilled, on a journey from the jungles of Vietnam through the minefields of the
heart, Connors is on a journey fraught with disillusionment and despair but
ultimately redeemed by the power of love.

Wanton
A favorite Christian romance classic--a tragically wounded soul, the man called to
marry her, and the only love that heals all--now available in a beautiful keepsake,
linen-bound edition! California's Gold Country, 1850. A time when men sold their
souls for a bag of gold and women sold their bodies for a place to sleep. Angel
expects nothing from men but betrayal. Sold into prostitution as a child, she
survives by keeping her hated alive. And what she hates most are the men who
use her, leaving her empty and dead inside. Then she meets Michael Hosea, who
obeys God's call to marry Angel and love her unconditionally. Slowly, day by day,
he defies Angel's every bitter expectation until, despite her resistance, her frozen
heart begins to thaw. But with her unexpected softening come overwhelming
feelings of unworthiness and fear. And so Angel runs. Back to the darkness, away
from her husband's pursuing love, terrified of the truth she can no longer deny: Her
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final healing must come from the One who loves her even more than Michael
Hosea does . . . the One who will never let her go. Redeeming Love is a lifechanging story of God's unconditional, redemptive, all-consuming love that has
captured the hearts of millions worldwide.

Will You Marry Me, Brittany Rose?
"Skylar is my name, tragically." Sixteen-year-old Skylar is witty, empathetic,
sensitive--and mute. Skylar hasn't uttered a single word since his mother died
eleven years ago, a senseless tragedy he's grateful he doesn't have to talk about.
When Skylar's father mysteriously vanishes one summer afternoon, Skylar is
placed in the temporary custody of his only remaining relative, an estranged
grandmother living on an Indian reservation in the middle of arid Arizona. Adapting
to a brand new culture is the least of Skylar's qualms. Because Skylar's mother did
not die a peaceful death. Skylar's mother was murdered eleven years ago on the
Nettlebush Reserve. And her murderer left behind a son. And he is like nothing
Skylar has ever known.

Jewel
2013 GOLD MEDAL WINNER: Reader's Favorite International Book Award for
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Christian Romance. The Missing Piece by international bestselling author Carol
McCormick. "Fresh dialogue, realistic characters, a powerful message. McCormick
does a great job creating her characters and portraying the struggles they endure,"
The Romance Readers Connection How does a man pick up the pieces when his
world crashes around him? Misplaced priorities shattered his marriage. Problems
almost crushed him. Love motivated him to mend the damage, once he found all
the pieces. After only a few months of marriage, Lorraine left Dylan on a wintry
night after he'd spent one too many nights out with the guys. Unable to cope with
the loss, Dylan escapes the painful feelings by drinking them away. This decision
costs him a year-and-a-half of his life after he stops in a little mountain town and
ends up in the local jail. When he's released, he returns home in search of a job to
get his lifeand his wife back. The Missing Piece is not only a love story about a man
who loves a woman, but is also a love story about a merciful God who loves
mankind, even when he falls. The novel is an emotionally-charged journey of hope
and redemption with a touch of spunk, a hint of humor, and a few twists along the
way.

Godspeed
A death bed request inspires an Army Nurse to tell the truth about the war. He
Called Me Lieutenant Angel speaks to you with the insistent voice of love, hope and
redemption, from the Intensive Care Ward of a Vietnam Hospital. It is a story of
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strength and enlightenment, a tribute to all the extraordinary young soldiers and
nurses who share the intimate, final moments of life. "Thank you for this important
gift to humanity. I could not put the book down. I was intensely engaged in the
imagery of the poems, narrative and "aftertaste" of each chapter. I felt elated,
saddened, shocked, tearful, angry, sympathetic, reflective, and even somehow
envious over the dynamic relationship you had with Davey and the powerful
experiences that came from it. I think about our men and women currently in war
and pray that each of them has a Lt Angel by their side." Mark Stanford, PhD

He Called Me Lieutenant Angel
Janet Cooper has a small problem: dumping her unfaithful fiancé has made him
obsessed with her, turning him into a stalker continually begging for her
forgiveness.Janet soon realizes her troubles are just beginning-especially since her
new coworker, Eric, is an irresistible hunk and she has promised herself a threemonth hiatus from sex since her breakup.Eric Anderson has a small problem: he
has been hired to infiltrate Cooper Investment, Inc. via its heir apparent, Janet, but
once he sets his eyes on the beauty, it's no longer just the business he wants to
infiltrate.As Janet's ex-fiancé gets more and more aggressive in his pursuit of her,
she turns to Eric for strength and friendship, sending her ex into jealous rages and
her hormones into overdrive!Soon, the least of her problems is resisting her sexual
urges as the men in her life begin showing their true colors, and she sees that
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playing with fire could leave her scarred for life.Playing with Fire is the first book in
the Sweet Redemption series-contemporary interracial romance tales that cross
workplace lines.âe©

Enduring Light (The Afterglow Trilogy #3)
Discover THE ADVENTURERS QUARTET, a riveting blend of Regency-era high seas
adventure, intrigue and romance, only from #1 New York Times bestselling author
STEPHANIE LAURENS. His to cherish Declan Frobisher chose Lady Edwina Delbraith
as his wife. Scion of a bold, seafaring dynasty, he’s accustomed to getting his
way— Edwina would be the woman who graced his arm, warmed his bed and
remained safely at home when he returned to sea. But once the knot is tied,
Declan discovers Edwina is unconventional and strong-willed, and his marriage
promises to be as tempestuous as the high seas. Hers to command Edwina’s fairyprincess beauty hides a spine of steel. Born into the aristocracy—born to rule—and
with Declan’s ring gracing her finger, she expects to forge a marriage by his side.
Then bare weeks into their honeymoon, Declan is recruited to sail on a secret
mission. Edwina— naturally—declares she must accompany him. Theirs to conquer
Facing unforeseen perils and unexpected enemies while battling to expose a
dastardly scheme, Declan and Edwina discover that their unusual marriage
demands something they both possess—bold and adventurous hearts. JOIN THE
ADVENTURERS—four couples whose passionate voyages will transport you. Start
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the journey here and follow the adventures, the mysteries and the romances to the
cataclysmic end! Originally published in 2015

Loving Rose: The Redemption of Malcolm Sinclair
Can the best of enemies become the hottest of lovers? New York Times bestselling
author Aurora Rose Reynolds proves that opposites can be compatible--and twice
as combustible Libby Reed is over it. Or that's what she tells herself. She's lusted
after one of New York's bravest for years, but firefighter Antonio Moretti has
doused her interest for the last time. As much as she wants the arrogant jerk (in a
bad, bad way), they can't even be in the same room without setting each other
offwhich might be a problem now that she's volunteered to help out in his family's
restaurant. Antonio's been burned before. Now he knows better than to trust a
pretty face and follow another pair of long, beautiful legs into heartbreak. But while
Libby might rub him the wrong way, he can't deny the heat between them. And it
only burns hotter when she steps up in his time of need. The closer they get, the
more he realizes he may have misjudged her. Then again, he doesn't know the
secret Libby's keeping that could send their relationship up in flames before it's
even begun.

Kiah's Soul-Shifting Journey
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An autobiographical drama in which an innocent man paid his reputation and
nearly his life for almost twenty years, Deadly Roses by Marvin Marable is a
shocking tale of what happens when officials follow the wrong leads and guilty men
have the means to cover their tracks and flee the country. Set between Atlanta
and Palm Beach, the author's life was sent into turmoil soon after his divorce. Two
weeks after his divorce was finalized, his ex-wife's best friend was murdered. While
there wasn't compelling evidence to indict or arrest Marable in the deadly 1987
slaying, he was intensely scrutinized as a suspect. The aftermath of the extensive
investigation, involving the FBI, the U.S. Attorney's Office, the Georgia Bureau of
Investigation, and the Atlanta Police, changed his life as well as his sense of
security and justice. Unable to refute statements made against him upon the
advice of counsel, Marable struggled for two decades until he ultimately became a
witness for the prosecution. Visit the author's website www.deadlyroses.com.

Tossed Into Love
Fighting darkness takes light. Desperate to save James, Charlotte scours Energo for
answers with Calvin and Liam at her side. Kevin and Samantha head to Alaska to
find the one item that might destroy Blake, but the search is only the beginning. As
time runs out, Charlotte and Kevin discover that keeping Energo from eternal
darkness will take a sacrifice no one expects.
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The Curious Case of Lady Latimer's Shoes
Engine 81
This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that was curated for quality. Quality
assurance was conducted on each of these books in an attempt to remove books
with imperfections introduced by the digitization process. Though we have made
best efforts - the books may have occasional errors that do not impede the reading
experience. We believe this work is culturally important and have elected to bring
the book back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation
of printed works worldwide.

The Lady's Command
The Book of common prayer, with illustr., ed. by H.J. Rose and
J.W. Burgon
Deadly Roses
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If You Only Wanted One Night Would You Take A Chance On a Man Who Wanted
Forever? Rose O'Brian wants to spice up her love life and Jack Winston seems like
the answer. Sexy, funny and a killer smile, Jack is every woman's fantasy. All she
wants is one night of passion, nothing more. But Jack has a secret that stops him
from taking her up on her offer, stops him from having the one thing he wants
more than his next breath--beautiful Rose O'Brian. Rose has her own secrets.
Emotionally scared, she's never believed in happily ever afters. But for the first
time she's met a man who makes her want to open her heart, to dream of love.
When Rose's past rears its ugly head can she finally let go and overcome the hurt?
Can Jack convince her to take a chance and embrace a future with him? Can he
show her that love is there if she will only reach out and take it?

After Love Leaves
Otto Klein is a young man living in Singen, Germany at the start of World War II.
His life-long ambition is to be a train engineer. After passing his examinations for
the Railroad Institute, Otto is accepted into the school. His father, the chief of the
Singen fire department, believes that Otto will follow in his footsteps and become a
fireman. Otto chooses instead to follow his dream of becoming an engineer and in
the process, ignites the anger of his father. Just before leaving Singen he meets
Drina, a gypsy whose prophecy of marriage and children shakes him to his very
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core. After leaving Singen, Otto embarks on a career of improbable travels and
dangerous missions that carry him closer and closer to the fulfillment of Drina's
prophecy. Engine 81 is a story of family bonds ripped apart by pride and anger and
the redemption of those bonds in the face of near certain death.

Once Upon a Mulberry Field
An ancient wizard possesses a young boy after a millennium of imprisonment in a
magic wand. He emerges from the child in the face of danger and discovers Fiana,
his new bride from the past, has somehow survived time and become something
evil.

Loving Rose
The one thing Rose Trent, Dowager Countess of Bentley, ever wanted was
freedom. Now it's within her grasp. Or it was, until she was kidnapped on the very
first holiday she'd ever taken. What should have been traumatic has turned into
the most adventurous time in her life, aided by a most unlikely Scot. Unfortunately,
she only has a fortnight to thoroughly enjoy herself before her stepson shows up to
pay the ransom. Laird Aiden MacGregor usually thinks through everything before
taking action. Order is necessary to the running of a successful business and home.
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But, one simple rash action throws everything into disorder. He hadn't been the
one to kidnap the delightful and beautiful Lady Bentley, but he'd be the one to pay
the price. As such, he decides to spend the last days on Earth making everything
right with his family, securing their future, and spending every moment he can
with Rose before he swings from the gallows. With a word from her, or perhaps
promise, his neck might be saved, but at what cost and is Rose willing to save him?

His Contract Bride
This beautiful four-color book opens the eyes of women to see themselves the way
God sees them. Many don't even know that they are daughters of the King chosen to be His Princess. Somewhere between childhood and adulthood, they
trade in their fairy-tale dreams of being cherished for a tarnished identity
fashioned by their own insecurities and the mixed-up messages of the media. Now,
these tenderly adoring letters written from God's persepective demonstrate that
every woman is beautiful just the way she is. Walking in confidence toward her
God-given purpose, every woman can bless others - even future generations. It's
hard to look at our lives and think of ourselves as royalty. But the truth is, God is
our King and wer are chosen by Him. As your soul soaks in these love letters from
your King, be affirmed of who you are, why you are here, and how much you are
loved. For we are God's masterpiece. He has created us anew. Ephesians 2:10, NLT
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Raven's Redemption
The year is 1988, and Justin Davis, a former nationally recruited football prep star,
awakens from twelve years of masking his shame with drugs and alcohol to find he
has been returned to his former self through what can only be described as a
miracle. Triggered by the confirmation of his closely guarded sexual orientation,
his fall from grace of over a decade before sets the stage for his redemption. The
fulfillment of his destiny is prompted by Providence and the serendipitous deeds of
those who are a part of his new life, as their intertwined lives are likewise
impacted. Though his rapid evolvement and acceptance of his homosexuality is
countered by setbacks, Justin perseveres and eventually triumphs as fate, he
believes, has led him back to the sports arena to recapture past glories. In a
stunning finale, however, he learns his destiny is not what he had envisioned. His
calling has been thrust upon him by circumstances beyond his control. Can Justin
embrace it and become the man he was always meant to be?

The Pathway of Roses
Edward Banks, Lord Watson has known most of his life that one day Regina Harris
was to be his bride--but somebody forgot to inform her An avid academic and
aspiring scientist, Edward is pleased to find that he won't have to bother with the
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nonsense involved in courting a young lady. Young and naive, it doesn't take much
for her social-climbing father to convince Regina the gentleman she's to marry has
requested her hand out of love, but devastates her when she learns the truth. Now,
it's up to a gentleman who's more comfortable in a conservatory than a drawing
room to prove to Regina that she's more than just the proverbial sacrificial lamb
that helped gain her family their foot in Society's door and that he--if no other
gentleman--is trustworthy. But he just might be the one doing the learning as he'll
be forced to acknowledge that sometimes the most combustible elements aren't
the ones you control, but sometimes the ones you don't.

Justin's Season
For Wesley Alter, the idea of proposing marriage is simple: buy a ring, bouquet
some flowers, say something romantic and sweet and unforgettable and blah blah
blah before lowering to a knee and reciting six magical words-Will you marry me,
Brittany Rose? However, for Wesley Alter, this simple idea becomes complicated
when Brittany says she'll only agree, say yes to an engagement, a wedding, a
forever together if his proposal is perfect. Thus, for Wesley Alter, the idea of
proposing marriage becomes an unexpected endeavor, one with high stakes, one
with immense pressure, and one contrary to the simple, the black and white, the AB-C easy act of love he thought proposing marriage was all about. A playful, yet
poignant love story, Will You Marry Me, Brittany Rose? is about two people seeking
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what it means to be someone's perfect, struggling with inhabiting that perfect, and
learning to love and lose while discovering something within that loss to make life
worth living and love worth forever pursuing.

The Masterful Mr. Montague
When Brad Sorenson crossed paths with Zoe O'Loughlin at a high school
graduation party, the connection was undeniable. He noticed her when no one else
did; she inspired him to want more out of life. But it would be years before they'd
meet againand in the most unlikely of places. Brad was looking for a good time
online, not love. But Zoe was so sweet, so kind. Everything about her was perfectuntil she fell in love with him. Zoe doesn't know why Brad left her standing in an
airport; he won't return her calls or texts. With her self-esteem and dreams
shattered, she can't imagine ever loving anyone else. When a single phone call
changes Brad's life forever he wants just one thing: to make amends with the only
woman that's ever mattered. Will his first love give him a second chance or will
Zoe turn her back on love for good?

The Missing Piece
Jewel has a problem. She's in a witch school and can't get the most basic spells to
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work. Her true magical talents must remain hidden. That might be hard to do with
a killer on the loose. Murder, mayhem, and magic with a little romance along the
way.

The Sheikh's Christmas Baby
For better or for worse, in sickness and in health, as long as we both shall
graduate. Rachel Wheaton The senior Economics project is supposed to teach us
about real life. Budgeting. Social classes. Careers. I was supposed to plan it all out
with my school husband. I didn't plan on actually falling in love with him, too. But
sometimes real life doesn't go according to plans. Sometimes you have to make
hard decisions and sacrifices for the person you love. That's what marriage is
about, right? James Tennyson I've always known things before they happen.
Nothing major, like lottery numbers, but it's been pretty useful for things like
playing football and dodging clingy girls. I've never been able to see my future. I
didn't think much about it, to be honest. Until second period, when she walked
through the door. Falling in love with her unlocked something inside me. Those
little things I know? Now they're big things. Life-saving things. So who do I save?
And at what cost? I made a vow to her. For better or for worse, in sickness and in
health, as long as we both shall live.
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Butterfly a Rose
As we prepare for the final battle with the Northern Quadrant, the New Freedom
Force and I grow stronger. As I shift to a time before the Great Nuclear War, I learn
that the United States of America, now known as the four quadrants, sealed their
own fate with their lies and deceptions. In order to stop another nuclear attack-and
to redeem this once great nation, Ryker and I lead our team to find the secret,
which World Governments put into place. Will we find the secret before Overseer
Daniels destroys what is left of our world? We will fight till our last dying breath!

If I Loved You
Butterfly A Rose is Emily's attempt to bring to life what she has difficulty finding
words for; her life in transition from hiding behind the male person she was told to
be at birth to living as the transgendered woman she is full time. The words came
out as they are in this book because poetry at its best takes the reader beyond the
words into a deeper truth.

The Peculiar Case of Lord Finsbury's Diamonds
Nineteen-year-old gymnast Wren Montgomery was America's golden girl, but then
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it all came crashing down. As far as the media is concerned, it was a devastating
ankle injury which began her downward spiral, but in her heart Wren knows better.
The truth is that things started going wrong the day her beloved coach Jonathan
Reilly not only rejected her romantic advances, but actually spanked her bare
bottom as if she were a silly little girl when she tried to hide her heartbreak behind
an angry outburst. Now at twenty-two, after one poor decision after another Wren
has become the "bad girl" of the gymnastics world. Desperate to break out of her
slump and with nowhere else to turn, she decides to accept help from the best
coach she ever had the same man who spurned and then spanked her years ago.
Jonathan watched Wren's fall from grace, and he fell with her. He still blames
himself for leaving the team-and more importantly, leaving her-and now that he
has the chance to help his little rebel get back on track, he isn't going to let it slip
through his fingers. This time he'll be there for her no matter what, both when she
needs a loving embrace and when she needs a firm hand applied to her bare
bottom. Most important of all, if she still wants him to be more than just her coach,
this time he won't let anything keep him from claiming what is his. Publisher's
Note: Wren's Redemption is an erotic romance novel that includes spankings,
sexual scenes, elements of BDSM, and more. If such material offends you, please
don't buy this book.

Pelican Watch
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Redeeming Love
#1 New York Times bestselling author Stephanie Laurens brings you a tale of
murder, mystery, passion, and intrigue – and diamonds! Penelope Adair, wife and
partner of amateur sleuth Barnaby Adair, is so hugely pregnant she cannot even
waddle. When Barnaby is summoned to assist Inspector Stokes of Scotland Yard in
investigating the violent murder of a gentleman at a house party, Penelope,
frustrated that she cannot participate, insists that she and Griselda, Stokes’s wife,
be duly informed of their husbands’ discoveries. Yet what Barnaby and Stokes
uncover only leads to more questions. The murdered gentleman had been thrown
out of the house party days before, so why had he come back? And how and why
did he come to have the fabulous Finsbury diamond necklace in his pocket, much
to Lord Finsbury’s consternation. Most peculiar of all, why had the murderer left
the necklace, worth a stupendous fortune, on the body? The conundrums
compound as our intrepid investigators attempt to make sense of this baffling
case. Meanwhile, the threat of scandal grows ever more tangible for all those
attending the house party – and the stakes are highest for Lord Finsbury’s
daughter and the gentleman who has spent the last decade resurrecting his family
fortune so he can aspire to her hand. Working parallel to Barnaby and Stokes, the
would-be lovers hunt for a path through the maze of contradictory facts to expose
the murderer, disperse the pall of scandal, and claim the love and the shared life
they crave. A pre-Victorian mystery with strong elements of romance. A short
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novel of 39,000 words. An entry in The Casebook of Barnaby Adair series, the
events in this short novel occur between the events described in the full-length
Casebook novels, WHERE THE HEART LEADS and the upcoming THE MASTERFUL
MR. MONTAGUE. Praise for the works of Stephanie Laurens “Laurens’s writing
shines.” Publishers Weekly “Stephanie Laurens never fails to entertain and charm
her readers with vibrant plots, snappy dialogue, and unforgettable characters.”
Historical Romance Reviews. “Stephanie Laurens plays into readers’ fantasies like
a master and claims their hearts time and again.” Romantic Times Magazine Praise
for Where the Heart Leads: Volume 1 in the Casebook of Barnaby Adair "A
satisfying blend of mystery and romance." Publishers Weekly "In an Amanda Quickstyle suspense/romance, Laurens never loses touch with her characters' deep
emotions or the haunting mystery." Romantic Times

Gives Light
Their passionate affair ended in heartbreak when he left without warning. When he
returns unexpectedly, can their heat melt away the hurt of the past? Kashif Shadid
has always craved adventure. With one last chance to win the Iditarod dog sled
race before assuming his role as Sheikh, he’s returned to the Alaskan wilderness to
train at a legendary sled dog farm. But returning means coming face to face with
Kristy Cohen, the woman who captured his attention years ago. He’s thrilled once
again by her icy beauty, but her farm is facing financial ruin. Kashif’s eager to take
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control, however, getting her to agree with his plans may be a challenge. Kristy
Cohen works hard to keep her sled dog farm afloat while raising her young
daughter. Faced with declining revenues and a changing climate, Kristy’s
struggling, but she’s not willing to turn her back on her business model. When
Kashif Shadid shows up out of the blue pushing her to make changes, Kristy’s
response is as cold as the Alaskan snow. She fell for tall, handsome Kashif once
before. After four years without a word from him, she won’t be making that
mistake again. This time, Kristy’s guarding more than just her heart. With her farm
and her daughter to consider, can she ever risk taking a chance on Kashif again?

Rowan of the Wood
Nova never expected to come face to face with the ugly side of humanity. Fresh
out of college and celebrating abroad with her best friend Evie, she never dreamed
that she'd be in danger. She also never imagined she'd find her healing from it all
in the arms of her rescuer. Davis had his share of tragedy in life, and he was finally
coming to terms with it. Then a chance meeting with Nova, brings out something
inside of him that he had forgotten existed. Little did he know what would await
ahead of them. It's his job to rescue her, but he soon learns he's responsible for
more than just her safety, he's responsible for her heart. This is Book 1 in The
Restoration Series.
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Playing with Fire
Reporters Derry Danaher and Amadee Beauchene fall in love while working at the
Milwaukee Ledger when sorrowful events change everything.

His Princess
Wren's Redemption
New York Times bestselling author Stephanie Laurens returns with another thrilling
story from the Casebook of Barnaby Adair . . . Miraculously spared from death,
Malcolm Sinclair erases the notorious man he once was. Reinventing himself as
Thomas Glendower, he strives to make amends for his past, yet he never imagines
penance might come via a secretive lady he discovers living in his secluded manor.
Rose has a plausible explanation for why she and her children are residing in
Thomas's house, but she quickly realizes he's far too intelligent to fool. Revealing
the truth is impossibly dangerous, yet day by day, he wins her trust, and then her
heart. But then her enemy closes in, and Rose turns to Thomas as the only man
who can protect her and the children. And when she asks for his help, Thomas
finally understands his true purpose, and with unwavering commitment, he seeks
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his redemption in the only way he can - through living the reality of loving Rose.

Lady Admired
#1 New York Times bestselling author returns with another thrilling story from the
Casebook of Barnaby Adair . . . Miraculously spared from death, Malcolm Sinclair
erases the notorious man he once was. Reinventing himself as Thomas Glendower,
he strives to make amends for his past, yet he never imagines penance might
come via a secretive lady he discovers living in his secluded manor. Rose has a
plausible explanation for why she and her children are residing in Thomas's house,
but she quickly realizes he's far too intelligent to fool. Revealing the truth is
impossibly dangerous, yet day by day he wins her trust, and then her heart. But
then her enemy closes in, and Rose turns to Thomas as the only man who can
protect her and the children. And when she asks for his help, Thomas finally
understands his true purpose, and with unwavering commitment, he seeks his
redemption the only way he can—through living the reality of loving Rose.

The American Rose Annual
#1 New York Times bestselling author Stephanie Laurens returns to the world of
Barnaby Adair, his wife Penelope, and their growing band of sleuths in this mystery
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that reveals the dangerous underbelly of Regency London. Outside that glittering
circle lay another worldand Laurens pulls back the curtain that has hidden it from
us-until now. When Lady Halstead is found dead in her bed, her companion Violet
Matcham is alarmed to learn that her Ladyship's death was no accidentbut a coldblooded murder meant to silence an old woman who had discovered a secret she
was never meant to learn. Violet enlists the help of Heathcote Montague, the most
brilliant financial mind in London, to dig into Lady Halstead's affairs and determine
what her killer was trying to hideall while attempting to stay one step ahead of a
murder who is willing to end the life of any person who gets too close to the truth.
Lordly sleuth, Barbaby Adair and his wife, Penelope, take a break from wedded and
familial bliss to assist Scotland Yard's, Inspector Basil Stokes, his wife Griselda,
Violet and Heathcote as they investigate Lady Halstead's unscrupulous family,
discover a long list of connected crimes and track down the killer before he returns
to silence the one person still alive who could unveil him-Violet.

I'll Be the One
#1 New York Times bestselling author Stephanie Laurens brings you a tale of
mysterious death, feuding families, star-crossed lovers—and shoes to die for. With
her husband, amateur-sleuth the Honorable Barnaby Adair, decidedly eccentric
fashionable matron Penelope Adair is attending the premier event opening the
haut ton’s Season when a body is discovered in the gardens. A lady has been
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struck down with a finial from the terrace balustrade. Her family is present, as are
the cream of the haut ton—the shocked hosts turn to Barnaby and Penelope for
help. Barnaby calls in Inspector Basil Stokes and they begin their investigation.
Penelope assists by learning all she can about the victim’s family, and uncovers a
feud between them and the Latimers over the fabulous shoes known as Lady
Latimer’s shoes, currently exclusive to the Latimers. The deeper Penelope delves,
the more convinced she becomes that the murder is somehow connected to the
shoes. She conscripts Griselda, Stokes’s wife, and Violet Montague, now Penelope’s
secretary, and the trio set out to learn all they can about the people involved, and
most importantly the shoes, a direction vindicated when unexpected witnesses
report seeing a lady fleeing the scene—wearing Lady Latimer’s shoes. But nothing
is as it seems, and the more Penelope and her friends learn about the shoes,
conundrums abound, compounded by a Romeo-and-Juliet romance and escalating
social pressure…until at last the pieces fall into place, and finally understanding
what has occurred, the six intrepid investigators race to prevent an even worse
tragedy. A pre-Victorian mystery with strong elements of romance. A novel of
76,000 words. An entry in The Casebook of Barnaby Adair series, the events in this
novel occur between the events described in the Casebook novels, THE
MASTERFUL MR. MONTAGUE and the upcoming LOVING ROSE: THE REDEMPTION
OF MALCOLM SINCLAIR. Praise for the works of Stephanie Laurens “Laurens’s
writing shines.” Publishers Weekly “Stephanie Laurens never fails to entertain and
charm her readers with vibrant plots, snappy dialogue, and unforgettable
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characters.” Historical Romance Reviews. Praise for Where the Heart Leads:
Volume 1 in the Casebook of Barnaby Adair "A satisfying blend of mystery and
romance." Publishers Weekly "In an Amanda Quick-style suspense/romance,
Laurens never loses touch with her characters' deep emotions or the haunting
mystery." Romantic Times

Redemption
Murder and suspense grip this tender love story, laced with the unique flavor of a
South Carolina barrier island and the unforgettable people who try to preserve it.
Nicky Sullivan always nurses injured animals, but this time she's going to heal
herself. She flees to a South Carolina barrier island and discovers a kindred spirit in
Mac Moultrie, a salty retired fisherman. They ease into a leisure routine of
shrimping in the marshlands--unaware of a murder committed to snatch old slave
lands from a young black woman. From the moment Nicky lays eyes on Trippett
Alston, she's smitten. This Southern gentleman, however, is more interested in
fighting off the condominium development threatening his beloved island and its
turtle nesting grounds than in the "forlorn Yankee artist." Nicky and Trip are
destined for each other, but their allegiance to old causes, and the dark forces
swirling around the island, threaten to keep them apart.
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American Rose
Orbiting one another's lives, yet never intersecting, a clandestine meeting finally
pushes Opal Fischer within Ginny Jamison's path. In the past, in the present, and in
the future, both women make a major impact on the lives of the Blended Family.
They worry more about their loved ones than themselves, pushing their needs and
wants to the back-burner. They themselves are the only ones in their own path to
true happiness, by holding onto the debilitating wounds of the past and refusing to
let go of their visions of the future. Opal's lifelong adage: the sin isn't in the
wanting; it's in the taking. Will Ginny be able to make Opal realize the sin is
actually in the regret of never taking what you want, what you so rightfully
deserve? Wanton (Blended #4) is a full-length Contemporary Romance novel
featuring the slowly budding relationship between two females. Warning: a glimpse
into future Blended Series books, with sensually erotic scenes featuring f/f & f/f/m.
Wanton is approximately 67,000 words in length.
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